
 

 
Media release             For immediate use 

AQC 2017 classes now open for bookings 
 

The Australasian Quilt Convention is now taking bookings for its amazing program of 2017 classes via its website, 

and up until November 30, 2016 the early bird rates still apply! 

According to Craft Consultant Judy Newman, the AQC workshops are the educational platform for the 

Australasian quilt community.  

“The workshops are a great place for avid quilters and craft retailers to up-skill and learn the latest techniques and 

trends for the year ahead. We bring the world of quilting to Australian quilters. 

Being the largest event in the Asia-Pacific region dedicated specifically dedicated to quilting, we pride ourselves in 

providing the absolute best tutors who have the knowledge and skill to conduct insightful workshops,” Ms Newman 

says. 

AQC has carefully selected 15 tutors who will fly in from America, England, New Zealand and all around Australia, to 

host classes that both educate and excite delegates about a large array of quilting techniques.  

“The tutors we have selected are all proven experts whose work has wowed and inspired the quilting community.  

“They will be teaching classes that range from freezer paper foundation piecing to learning how to deconstruct and 

reconstruct fabric into something greater than the sum of its parts,” says Ms Newman. 

There are a total of 40 unique classes taking place at AQC 2017 that vary in length from one six-hour day to four six-

hour days.  

With six workshops already sold out and many more about to reach capacity, those planning to attend the AQC 2017 

need to get in quick to ensure they don’t miss out! 

For the full list of tutors for AQC 2017, please visit this link. 

AQC Lectures 

Special guest lectures are a big part of the AQC. There will be two presentations running at AQC 2017 hosted by 

renowned and inspirational speakers, Angela Walters and Luke Haynes.  

Quilting Is My Therapy by Angela Walters: 5.30pm, Thursday April 20 

Have you ever heard the phrase, ‘Even a blind squirrel gets a nut sometimes’? That phrase perfectly sums up Angela 

Walters' career. From fast food employee to professional machine quilter, she uses her quilts to share the story of 

how she found her passion for quilting. Leave inspired, knowing that if she can do it, anyone can do it! Angela is the 

author of numerous books including her recent publication Quilt with Tula and Angela, co-authored with Tula Pink. 

Angela Walters: “I love all things related to quilting! I started my quilting career over 10 years ago at the side of my 

husband’s grandpa. He patiently taught me the art of quilting by helping me make my first quilt, a 9 patch quilt that 

is still on my bed today. I can’t believe how much has changed since that first quilt! I am still a quilter, of course, but 

now I can add Author, Quilting Teacher, and Fabric Designer to my resume. I am still so amazed by that! I have 

written several books, including Free-Motion Quilting with Angela Walters, In the Studio with Angela Walters and the 

Free-motion Quilting Workbook.  If there is one thing that I love as much as quilting, it’s talking about quilting. I love 

http://aqc.com.au/about-the-tutors-in-2017/


 

to give lectures and teach quilting classes. And, I also design fabric. I have quilted for several books, magazines and 

publications, and I feel that I am so fortunate to have the best customers! 

But, no matter what accomplishments I list on my bio, it pales in comparison to the titles I hold in my personal life: 

Mother to three adorable children, Wife to my awesome husband for over 13 years, and confirmed coffee addict. 

And of course, Grandpa’s Girl.” 

My Quilts and My Influences by Luke Haynes: 5.30pm, Friday April 21 

A fascinating insight in the work and techniques of Luke Haynes. Known for his portrait quilts which combine familiar 

patchwork backgrounds with striking portraits, Luke’s work is at home in fine art galleries but has firm roots in 

traditional quilting designs. His work has been featured in many gallery exhibitions, and is held by numerous 

museums including the New York Folk Art Museum, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and in private 

collections. 

Luke Haynes: Trained as an architect but works as a professional quilter; Luke Haynes’ art explores the 

transformation of the comfortably familiar into the visually evocative. Luke was born and raised across the American 

South. With a formal training in art and architecture at Cooper Union, New York, Haynes continues to experiment 

with quilting art while exploring art and architecture across the globe. 

A chance encounter with a box of fabric remnants sparked Luke Haynes' imagination. His first quilt, measuring more 

than 2 x 3 metres, led him through years of experimentation and improvements over the years that he has been 

quilting. Further honing his style, Luke developed a system to piece manageable parts into a larger whole, applying a 

modern design sense to a familiar process. He uses reclaimed materials from the communities he works with in his 

projects to speak with the textile language of the area.  

Luke often combines recycled fabrics from clothing with new fabrics. In his classes, Luke is interested in encouraging 

quiltmakers to think differently and to approach their quiltmaking with fresh eyes. 

To book your ticket for Angela or Luke’s lectures, please visit this link. 

What: Australasian Quilt Convention 

When: 10am-4:30pm on Thursday, April 20 – Sunday April 23, 2017  

Where: Royal Exhibition Building Carlton Gardens, Melbourne 

Learn more: http://aqc.com.au  

ends# 

To organise an interview with Judy Newman, please contact Emily Nowland: 02 9452 7572 / 0413 942 179 / 

emily.nowland@expertiseevents.com.au  
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